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'Everything is working perfectly' for
FC President Golden
by Valerie Schremp--------------------------------------Most would agree that the arrival of Fontbonne’s new
president Dr. Dennis Golden is a positive sign. In fact,
Golden’s arrival signaled the appearance of many positive
signs, a few of which he displays proudly in his office.
“Cura personalis,” quoted Golden during our interview,
gesturing towards the framed proverb setting atop his desk.
“Care for persons—that’s my first operational philosophy."
"My other operational philosophy is this—” Dr. Golden
arose from his chair and retrieved a flashy, glittery green
license plate from his bookcase. “Everything is working
perfectly, ” it read. “I really believe this, I really do, “ he
smiled.
“My third one is this.” Golden swiveled on one heel and
gestured towards a fluorescent pink card stik-taked by his
window. “Ninety percent of the friction of life is caused by
the wrong tone of voice,” it proclaimed.
It was with this good-humored energy and enthusiasm
did Dr. Golden speak of Fontbonne, both in his initial
impressions of the college and his immediate plans for it.
“Every sector of the college has been very, very welcom
ing” he stated, using just the right tone of voice. “My first
good impression had to do with the people and the ambiance
of the college combined. When I came here as a visitor
unannounced, when I came here as a candidate, announced,
1 noticed and felt a warmth, a community of spirit.”
“My other impression is that we are a school of modest
geographical size. If I had to pick a phrase, to borrow from
literature, we’re one of those sonnet-sized campuses. We
have a lot of style, and a lot of substance, within a smaller
environment," he explained. “And I’ve worked at much
larger schools; the one I came from (the University of
Louisville) was a very large urban university of 22,000
students. So my first impression was the differentiation in
size, but in terms of the substance and spirit and character
of the college, I liked it immediately. And that’s been
reinforced again and again and again since I’ve been here.”
Since his arrival on January 10, Golden has had plenty

Tales from the
Fontbanner Crypt
From The Font, November 1964
Variations On A Love Theme
The love of a college girl is filled with fun.
It's keeping a sap on the run.
It's catching a male, the idiot's delight,
Destroying his ego in just one night.
It's laughing at a picture, seeing his face,
Shuddering at the thought of his slimy embrace.
It's marking a day on the calendar above,
Figuring how long you'll play with his love.
It's living for seven great days now and then,
Scheming your plans to ruin other men.
It's taking your time getting dressed for a date.
While he waits in the lounge unaware of his fate.
By the look in his eyes when you come through the door.
You see the cycle start once more.
Then it must end, your time spent with him.
You're sick of his face and his ugly grin.
The time has come (you tell him) to part.
You laugh in the den, while he bleeds from the heart.
-"In Like" and "In Love"

From The Font, February 1966
Old Faithful
When valentines come
On Valentine’s Day
I'm always sure one
Will come my way
► He likes to send it
It is no bother
Each year he's faithful
-He's my father!
-Mary Siniscal

opportunity to stay busy and get to know the college
community. “We’ve had group meetings, discussions,
exchanges of ideas...I had the opportunity to meet with the
faculty on January 18 for their workshop, I met at a student
leadership retreat on February 4, and also on that day I met
with the elected officials of the OPTIONS program and the
OPTIONS staff. I’ve worked at great length with the
executive officers of the College. Each individual has been
very helpful, welcoming, and gracious. The students I’ve
seen in many different settings—in the dining commons, in
the Dunham center... I’ve had fun having extemporaneous
discussions with students, and it’s been wonderful.”
Communication and providing a warm, friendly envi
ronment in which to work ranks high on Dr. Golden’s
priority list. ”We’ve rearranged this office complex, as you
can see, “ he said, gesturing around his personal office and
towards the adjoining conference room, administrative
assistant’s office, and reception area. “We have made Dr.
Dunham’s former office a conference room that not only is
available to me as president but to the other vice presidents.
The room we’re in now is my private office, where we can
do small groups and one-on-one discussions. We’ve tried
to make this a flowing office arrangement, where a lot of
people can use this space simultaneously.” The newly
redecorated and remodeled office area radiated a sense of
warmth; the country blue carpeting, flowered chair cush
ions, baby blue wallpaper and pictures of children and
wildlife on the walls contributed to a welcoming and
homelike atmosphere.
“I don’t mean this as a comparison to Dr. Dunham or
anyone else, “ affirmed Golden. “If you ask, my adminis
trative communication style is to keep people informed, to
keep them included in what’s going on, provide them with
as much information as one can, to give them the opportu
nity to become partners in what we’re doing. By so doing,
people feel more comfortable with what’s going on and we
get a better sense of direction. As the president, I have to
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know how the faculty feels as well as the students, so we’re
constantly trying to open the lines of communication.”
When asked about his initial presidential job priorities,
Dr. Golden responded, “This may sound like I’m begging
the question, because the political reality of what we’re
dealing with is the parking, immediately. It was a problem
that was clearly evident to me.” Dr. Golden is currently
working with the Clayton Board of Aidermen and the
neighboring community to work out a proposal for a lot

continued on page 4

Dunham Student Activity
Center takes new direction
by Christy Arbet-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As many of you may or may not know, the director of the
Dunham Student Activities Center, Jerry Tucker, has left
Fontbonne to move on to other things. However, the DS AC
has not been left unattended; Craig Dippel is currently
assuming the position of director.
Tucker started at the College on September 1,1992. He
was originally hired as the director of the DSAC. and
actually started his job before the building was complete.
Tucker’s principal responsibility was to keep the center
operational and staffed with a full schedule of 20 to 30
student workers. He also wrote the procedures for building
operations and arranged outside space rentals such as the
Olympic Festival accommodations last summer. In addi
tion to his regular duties, Tucker was an assistant coach for

the women’s basketball team and was a faculty advisor for
campus clubs.
Tucker left on good terms to return to teaching. He came
to Fontbonne with a background in the University City
school system. He is now employed with the city public
schools as a physical education teacher.
As of now, Fontbonne has hired an acting director for the
DSAC. Craig Dippel, a 1994 Fontbonne graduate, has a
bachelor’s degree in History with secondary education
certification. As a student, he helped coordinate intramural
activities, worked in the activities center as a student
supervisor, and played intercollegiate soccer. Dippel’s
term is through July 1,1995. During the next few months,
Fontbonne will be looking for a permanent replacement.
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News
Death of education student Eva
Dickerson saddens college

by Kim Bragado
SGA (Student Government Association) by Valerie Schremp------------------------It’s a new year & a new Student Govern
Mrs. Eva Dickerson, a junior in the Edument as SGA proudly announces its new &
returning officers for 1995. They are: Presi cation/Special Education Department,
dent Eileen Madden, Vice President Matt passed away Tuesday, December 14, after
Marino, Treasurer Rick Dierker, Secretary suffering a heart attack. Services were held
Jennifer Nolan, Social Co-chairs Jennifer at the Abundant Life Fellowship Church On
Millikan & Paula Lindsay, Publicity Chair Monday, December 19 and interment oc
Kim Bragado, Student Issues Chair Chip curred in Jefferson Barracks National
Clatto, & Comm unity Service Chair Nathan Cemetery.
“She had a lot of personality, a lot of
Diel.
The first planned event by the “new nine” character and enthusiasm, “ said Dr. Jean
will be the First Annual Student Leadership Madsen, Assistant Professor of Special
Banquet scheduled for Wednesday, March Education. “This is a real loss to the pro
29. The banquet will consist of an awards fession.”
“She wanted to teach more than anyceremony recognizing the Outstanding Or
ganization Leaders of various campus clubs. thing“ commented Sr. Rita Marie Schmitz,
Advisors will also be recognized & an Out CSJ, Professor of Education and Chairper an angel for coming here.’ I said, ‘You’re
the one we need to be concerned for.’”
standing Student Leader of Fontbonne Col son of the Department of Education/Special
Mrs. Dickerson, age 47, was a member
lege will also be honored. Students & advi Education. “When I visited her in the hos
of the Honor Society at Forest Park Com
sors are reminded to turn in their nomination pital the week before she died, she was very
munity College, a member of the Phi Beta
forms to the Student Development Office alert and very talkative. She said, ‘You’re
by Wednesday, March 1.
SGA will also sponsor the annual Spring
Formal, Friday, March 24, in the Alumni
Caf’. More details will be announced at the
weekly SGA meetings, held on Fridays at
by Mike Glader--------------------------noon in the A.M.C.
Math/Computer Science Club (MCSC)
It may not have been obvious, but this be available for students.” This task force is
Have you ever experienced Virtual Real
ity? You’ll get your chance during Virtual past week Fontbonne went on-line for the comprised of Mel Patton, Mike Brown, and
Reality Week, Monday, Feb. 13 - Friday, first time. Currently, FB will be connected Dr. Abkemeier.
Patton says that they decided that, “Our
Feb. 17. MCSC will feature an informa with the internet on a limited basis, although
tional video, printed materials, & Virtual students probably will not have access until gateway to the highway will be Washington
University’s STARnet.” Dr. Abkemeier
Reality-type games. Applications in medi next fall.
For those not familiar with the term, the adds that they “seem to be the best provider
cine, science, & architecture will also be
featured. For more details, watch for the internet is a way of accessing and retrieving of services,” and “their closeness is certainly
information via the computer. One can a factor. The credentials of the people we
signs around campus!
Association of International Students access any form of information that can be spoke with were extremely impressive.”
“It’s been obvious to me for several
Savor the tastes of foods with a flair at the stored: photographs, maps, essays, press
International Student’s Pot Luck Party on releases, news stories, etc.... The most years that we need to go this way,” adds
Friday, March 3, from 6-8:30 p.m. in the basic activity one can engage in on the Abkemeier. “One indication is that some
Caf’. Students, staff, faculty, & friends are internet is exchanging messages via elec students coming to campus have been asking
invited to bring along their favorite dishes. tronic mail (e-mail). With e-mail, one can for an e-mail address. We have to be able to
send messages to others on an individual provide students with the technology that
The party’s free so eat, drink, & enjoy!
basis or speak to larger groups of people they used before they came to us. This
Communication Club
technology will open up new worlds to
Stop by & have breakfast with Channel with similar interests.
According to Mel Patton, “Dr. Golden them. They can get immediate access to
2’s Donn Johnson on Thursday, Feb. 23, at
8:00 a.m„ in the A.M.C.! In an appearance has been the catalyst for this. He identified information from around the world.”
Currently, a larger task force has been
funded partially by the Lily Grant, the KTVI a five-point plan of goals and objectives,
and
information
technology
was
one
of
the
assembled,
and will be in the process of
news anchor will speak about the role of
minorities in the media. Co-sponsors of the five.... We have organized an internet task surveying and requesting the input of fac
event are: Communication Club, Linda force to 1) develop a plan for use by faculty, ulty, staff, and students.
Wells-Glover, FC’s new multicultural spe- students, and staff and 2) which ‘nets’ would
। cialist, & the Black Student Alliance (BSA). ।

Fontbonne Online

Abkemeier honored
with Golden Apple
by Lynn Horlick---------------------------On October 30,1994, from 2 to 5 p.m. at
the Ritz Carlton, the honors ceremony for
Excellence In Teaching took place. The
award given for this achievement was the
Crystal Apple. Charles Knight, CEO from
Emerson Electric, had the honor of pre
senting the apple to Fontbonne’s own Dr.
Mary Abkemeier.
Abkemeier, who teaches Math and
Computer courses here at Fontbonne, was
chosen by the College’s Selection Commit
tee consisting of the Academic Dean, three
students, and four faculty members. The
election for this award is run by the Faculty
Affairs Committee; one teacher from each
of the higher learning schools in Missouri is
chosen to receive the apple.
Abkemeier, who also received the Out
standing Instructor of the Year Award in
1994. said she felt honored because she
really enjoys teaching.
Abkemeier received her degree from the
University of Pittsburgh. She taught at
UMSL for one year after coming back to St.
Louis, and then began her career at
Fontbonne.
Abkemeier hopes that anyone who
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Kappa Society, a member of the Friends
Program for the St. Louis Public School
District, and a member of the Board of the
Directors for Weasley House. She taught in
the St. Louis Public Schools and was pursu
ing her bachelor’s degree in Special Educa
tion at Fontbonne.
“Her husband spoke at the services,”
said Sr. Rita, “And at one point he said, ‘Eva
could have been a wealthy woman, but she
died with very little, because she gave ev
erything away.’”
Mrs. Dickerson is survived by her hus
band, E. Derando Dickerson, three daugh
ters, two stepsons, mother, mother-in-law,
three brothers, four granddaughters, three
grandsons, aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews,
and many friends.

Parking update
by Mike Glader--------------------------A projected plan to build a new parking
lot has been temporarily put on hold.
There are a couple of reasons for the
delay. First, newly appointed president
Dr. Golden “wanted time to meet with the
neighborhood groups to share ideas and
look for compromises,” says Mel Patton,
vice president of Business and Finance.
The neighborhood groups in question are
Hillcrest to the east and Southmoor and
Forest Ridge to the west. These groups
have caused problems with FB’s plans in
the past, and Dr. Golden wants to estab
lish good relations with them before any
plans are acted upon.
Secondly, according to Patton, “The
City of Clayton has planned a study of the
renovation of Wydown Blvd. One issue
they might look at is whether or not they
want to restrict parking.” The renovation
would consist of widening and resurfac
ing Wydown. By April the city will have
completed their study.
“If this strategy works, then maybe the
opposition won’t be as loud. My goal is
not to change our plan.” The proposed lot
would be located between Washington
Hall and Big Bend and would extend to
the Science Building. This new lot would
hold 129 places at any given time.

Fontbanner
Staff
The Fontbanner is written and
published monthly by students of
Fontbonne College during the fall
and spring semesters. Content of
this paper is developed
independently oftheSGA,faculty
and administration. Individual
opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the editors,
college and college community.
Readers are encouraged to
submit story ideas, information
and advertising to the Font banner
mailbox, 6800 Wydown Blvd., St.
Louis, MO 63105, or by phoning
(314)889-4550
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graduates and enters into the work force,
whether it be teaching or another career,
keeps up on all the new changes in technol
ogy and keeps learning new things. She
bases her teaching on these ideas, and it
obviously has made her a teacher of excel
lence.

©Fontbanner, 1995
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News
Valuing diversity at Walk your way
Critical Issues
to the future

by Kim Bragado
In 1995, whites comprise approximately
85% of the population. By2010,thatnumber
will change to 65%.
“Diversity is a fact of life and it is a
reality,” said Dr. Wendell W. Bonner, as
sistant professor at Saint Louis University,
in the latest Critical Issues Series, titled,
“Valuing Diversity: Exploring Cultural
and Gender Issues.”
These statistics were told to approxi
mately 30 students, staff and faculty mem
bers who filled the A.M.C. on Wednesday,
Feb. 1, to listen to the professor’s lecture on
the growing reality of diversity in America.
The lecture focused on what Dr. Bonner
explained as a human tendency to live in a
“paradoxical existence” when it comes to
addressing the topic of diversity.
“We apply it to everything but people,”
he said, noting that we tend to value diversity
in everything from food to cars. However,
when it comes to fellow humans, that con
cept seems to disappear.
Addressing more cultural issues than
gender matters, Dr. Bonner went on the
state that socialization has created “not
homophobics, but ethnophobics.”
The lecture seemed to take on a different
turn as he reflected upon some of his own
experiences as a college student facing
prejudice and racial discrimination.
Discriminatory practices by faculty and
advisors cost the professor an extra semester
as an undergraduate. Ironically, however,

through persistence and intellectual stamina,
he was able to change the discriminatory
mind of a former advisor, who later became
the chair of his dissertation.
In dealing with closed-minded people,,
the professor suggested to “keep feeding
them information” about the reality of their
own diversity—a diverse history, a diverse
gathering of knowledge, diverse experiences
that create individually diverse beings.
“I am a product of diversity,” he said.
To bring more balance to this “para
doxical existence”, Dr. Bonner emphasized
a need to discover our own cultural back
grounds and to recognize the value of that
diversity in the culture that surrounds us.
The lecture was met with positive feed
back from the audience as an informal dis
cussion comprised the last 15 minutes of the
hour-long event.
Dr. Bonner recently received his doc
torate in Counseling Psychology at the
University of Illinois Urbana - Champaign
in 1993. His accomplishments have in
cluded: serving as a manager for public
housing in Louisiana, conducting classes
and workshops for churches and minority
students, developing and educational pro
gram at Parkland College (Illinois), and
writing a book on black Greek organizations
and African origins. His research has fo
cused on minority issues in counseling,
black spirituality, and black male issues.

Dancing into
spring semester
by Judy Schniedermeyer------------On Friday, January 20th, the Student
Government Association sponsored a Back
To School dance in the Student Caf.
Eileen Madden. SGA President, com
mented, “We had a pretty good turnout of
Fontbonne and non-Fontbonne people. Last
semester’s dance was a total flop.”
The dance began at 9 p.m. and lasted
until 1 a.m. Around 10 the dance began to
pick up as more people arrived. At that time,
it became evident that the opening band was
not going to show. Then. Soul Funktion
took the stage, and a few people started
dancing.
It was when the band took a break, and
student Dave Harris brought over some
CDs, that people really tore up the dance

floor.
Norene Diel said, “We could’ve done
without a band and kept with a DJ.”
Eileen agreed and added, “The students
expected more dance floor music.”
Throughout the night, people were dis
tributed about the Caf. There were couples
here and there, but it looked like there were
more singles in attendance. This didn’t seem
to interfere with anyone’s fun.
Soul Funktion wrapped it up around
12:30. Afterwards, attendees put in more
CDs and continued dancing the early
morning away. Everyoneclearedoutaround
1 a.m„ and a good time seemed to be had by
all.

... And now, a message from your
local Career Development Office:
The ninth Gateway to Careers Job Fair will be held from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m. Thursday, March 9, in the Mark Twain Building on the
University of Missouri-St. Louis campus.
This fair offers you the opportunity to meet with a variety of
companies and obtain information about entry-level positions and
Co-op/lnternship opportunities. Approximately 100 employers are
expected to attend the fair, sponsored by the Gateway Placement
Association - a consortium of 45 colleges and universities in Missouri
and Illinois.
If you register at Fontbonne's Career Development Office before
February 23, the charge is $5, and you may participate from 9 a.m.
to3p.m. Ifyou register at the Job Fair, the charge is $10 and you may
participate from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Free parking is available.
To better prepare yourself to meet employers, view the video "How
to Make a Job Fair Work for You”in the Career Development Office,
or you may attend an on-site orientation session in the Mark Twain
Building beginning at 8 a.m.
Take advantage of this opportunity! The employers are anxious to
meet you.
.........................................

by Eric Meyer--------------------- --------Big changes were unveiled this past
Wednesday in the Student Development
Office during their “Walk Your Way To
The Future” Open House. Cookies and
lemonade awaited the students and faculty
who ventured into the AMC.
A primary reason for the Open House
right now was to make students aware of an
upcoming Job Fair in the area. FC students
have a notoriously low turnout rate at such
events, mostly due to a lack of awareness.
“It’s hard to understand since it’s only a $5
admission and there are hundreds of em
ployers there,” said Sarah Langin, a coun
selor in the office.
A major organizer, who wished to remain
anonymous, designed the Open House to
raise its awareness on campus. “People are
just not aware of the resources available,”
she stated. “These services are for them.”
She, along with Gary Zack, Head of Student
Development, Randy Wilson, Head of Ca
reer Development, Carla Hickman, Direc
tor of Student Residency, and Sr. Ruth

Yates, Campus ReligiousCo-ordinator, was
instrumental in redesigning the Student De
velopment office. “We just wanted to do
something for everyone,” she said. Even the
new Multicultural Specialist, Linda WellsGlover, sent to Fontbonne care of the Lilly
Grant, has added a new dimension to the
office.
There are not really any new services
being offered, but the already present ser
vices were streamlined and organized. “We
wanted to become more student friendly,”
Langin said. “There are tons of jobs back
here that nobody looks at.” Again, she cites
a lack of awareness of what the office offers.
The office wants to get away from being
just a place where people simply come to
when they have a problem or if they need
their student card stamped. There is an
untapped bed of resources in the back of the
office: occupational literature, internship
information, resume writing, Sigi Computer
career self assessment, and graduate school
information, to list only a few.

Academic Resource Center
offers avenues of success
by Melissa Stewart---------------------A new outlet to improve and expand
students’ scholastic abilities will open on
Fontbonne’s campus in the fall of 1995.
The Academic Resource Center will house
a number of computers and software pack
ages and a full-time professional to aid
students who need help developing writing
and math skills and students who want to
enrich their understanding of science, hu
manities, and social science, to name a few.
The proposed location for the center is in
the library. This site will provide the most
convenient accessibility out of any other
building on campus, due to its extended
hours and assortment of other academic
materials. The center will be in operation
on a 12 month basis. Hours are currently
tentative, but daytime, evening, and week
end hours will be met according to the fulltime staff member’s availibility.
A task force, consisting of faculty, aca-

demic staff, and student devolpment per
sonnel, investigated other colleges and uni
versities and tried to match these systems
and tailor them to FC’scam pus and students’
needs. This iniative is fully supported by
faculty, the dean’s office, and the president.
Dr. Lescinski, Dean of Academic Affairs
expects the demand to develop and
strengthen as the word gets out and students
understand the wide-ranging resources
available to them. A future idea is incor
porating student assistance — peer tutors,
and mentors — with the operations. These
people will be sought, through professors’
recommendations, from areas where stu
dents express interest and concern.
In summation,Dr. Lescinski stresses that
the center will “give additional assistance to
students so they can have better success in
classes.”

Don't forget to vote
Teacher of the Year
Nomination forms will be available the beginning of March

645-4704
645-9985
MIKE COLLINS

December 15,
1994. Student
reported theft of
money from two
rooms. Doors
were open.

January 18,
1995. Student
reported theft of
books from
room.

BIG BEND AUTO SERVICE, INC.
1436 S. BIG BEND
ST. LOUIS. MO 63117

Just two minutes south of FC campus!
EXPERT AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR
ALL AMERICAN CARS
AND FOREIGN CARS

TOWING & STATE INSPECTIONS
AAA AUTO APPROVED
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Wells-Glover embraces

campus diversity

by Torre Anderson and Valerie Schremp---------------------------------------------Linda Wells-Glover
der, age, sexuality...!
has been appointed to
just want people to
Fontbonne as the new
know we’re going to
multicultural specialist.
define diversity in a
The position has been
very broad sense.
funded by a grant from
Hopefully,
at
the Lilly Endowment,
Fontbonne, which is
which was established to
very diverse, there will
build a campus commu
be something for ev
nity appealing to minor
erybody.”
ity students.
Gloverreceived her
Glover, a 1986
bachelor of business
graduate of Fontbonne,
administration at
has returned to help
Fontbonne and at
change the future of the
tended
graduate
college. Glover’s main
school at Washington
duty is to bring diversity
University, where she
to the Fontbonne com
received her master’s
photo Patricia Chavez in social work in 1994.
munity. “What I’m re
ally concerned about is trying to make the
Glover has planned many exciting ac
campus a more inclusive place, trying to get
tivities for the College community. One
everybody to work together,” states Glover.
will take place on Monday, February 20
By doing so, Fontbonne will not just be a from 2-5 p.m. in the AMC. The break day
place where a student can receive a degree.
event is called “Imagine Your World”, and
“I want my position to be one of aware is a workshop which will consist of many
ness,” she says.
awareness activities. Dinner will be served
“One question I’ve had that keeps com
following the event, and all are encouraged
ing up is people are saying, ‘What’s this
to attend.
multiculturalism stuff? What’s diversity?'
For more information on upcoming
My mission in this job is to define diversity
multicultural and diversity activities, watch
on a broad scale. I want to acknowledge,
for posted flyers or stop by Glover’s office
accept, and embrace diversity in terms of located in Student Development.
religion, ethnicity, race, disabilities, gen

Etters shows efficiency
in President's office
by Cara Struckhoff-----------------------------------------------------------------------------“If it was meant to be, they’ll call me.”
That’s what Patricia Etter said to herself as
she walked to her car after being interviewed
by College president Dr. Golden.
However, Etters confesses she was
nothing short of honored when she found
out she had been chosen for the new postion.
On January 3, Etters, a bom and raised
St. Louisan, began her new position as
Administrative Assistant to the College’s
new president, Dr. Golden.
And she is no stranger to hard work. Her
experience, energy and dedication are only
three of the many reasons she was chosen.
Etters has an impressive background: she
was Adminstrative Assistant at St. Louis
University ’s School of Dentistry, Manager
of the Antique and Stencil Shop, Co-coordinator of Jeanie Benson’s Decorating Art,
and Assistant Director of Howard Park’s
Early Intervention Program. She took some
time off to raise a family with husband Tom
Etter. However, even as a full-time
housewife and mother of two daughters,
now ages 25 and 22, she somehow found
time to do volunteer work at Life Seekers,
an organization that raises money for local
hospital’s neonatal care units.
Of her experience at Fontbonne. she
comments, “The students I have met are
friendly. The faculty has been warm, recep-

photo by Patricia Chavez

tive, and very, very helpful.”
When asked how her working relation
ship with Dr. Golden has been so far, she
answered, “Dr. Golden and I work together
quite a bit. It’s a real good association. I
want it to continue to go as smoothly as it
has gone this past month. I will contribute
all my talents and efforts to assure that
everything is working perfectly in the
President’s office.”

Hall Council clothes with care
The Fontbanner staff would like
to wish a Happy Valentine's Day
to all!

Hall Council held a clothing
drive from November 28 to
December 12. The FC
community made the drive
a success by donating
enough clothes, shoes, and
toys to fill approximately 75
boxes.
On December 14, Hall
Council President Kerry
Dyer, Kim Bragado, and
Cindy Pieper packaged two
truckloads of boxes that
were bound for the
Salvation Army.
Unfortunately, the elevator
in Medialle Hall was
broken. Later on that
morning, Kerry Dyer and
Mike Borawski carried the
boxes down four flights of
stairs.

Golden, continued from page 1

Kerry Dyer

along Big Bend on the west side of campus.
“Another area of concern for me was
how to help the college become effective
and more efficient in terms of technology,”
he continued. “And we are indeed going to
enhance our technological capabilities with
Bitnet and Internet. Vice President Patton
and his advisory committee, along with Dr.
Mary Abkemeier and Michael Brown, have
done extraordinarily fine things in a very
short period of time. We’re ready to come
out with that right now.”
“The third area is people need to be
thanked, recognized, and praised for jobs
well done. The morale component is very
much a part of a person’s job. We don’t
want that to be something that people wonder
about.”
However, Golden’s focus on Fontbonne
won’t stop after he leaves Ryan Hall at the
end of a busy work day. He and his wife,
Monica, intend to move into St. Agnes
House on campus near the end of spring,
when renovations are complete. “When I
was being interviewed, housing was not
one of the conditions. That came up after I
was appointed at the initiation of the board
of trustees, “ explained Golden. “Therefore,
our relationship with the sisters that are
living in the house now, who are wonderful

people, who have given us tremendous
amounts of personal and profesional time to
this college, is something that I hold in a
very cherished context.”
According toGolden, with the president’s
residence just yards away, Fontbonne shall
indeed become home. “And we can build a
lot of strong community around that fact.
Wherever I’ve served, each and every time
we have made our home an extension of the
campus. Now we’ll be on the campus,
that’s just a lived experience at closer range
as far as Monica and I are concerned. We
always had student leaders to our house,
and we’ve had pizza parties, and we’ve had
fund raising events and so forth.” Dr.
Golden is also looking forward to using the
house for other welcoming opportunites
like faculty and student receptions, freshmen
orientation activities, events around the
Christmas holdays, and events for the De
cember and May commencement.
The arrival of Dr. Dennis Golden is a
positive sign—a sign that lines of commu
nication and the doors to his office and
home are always open. Dr. Golden, along
with his warmth and welcoming spirit, have
likewise been welcomed warmly by the
College community.

Cottage
Kerry Dyer, Kim Bragado, and Cindy Pieper

Fontbonne’s own literary magazine is seeking submissions
ofpoetry, short stories, essays, and art. Please submit
your work by Friday, February 24. Submissions may be
let in the Collage mailbox in the mailroom.
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An apology for Fontbonne
Why naive men smell weird
by Valerie Schremp

Anything, absolutely anything, for a buck. This cliche sped through my exam-shriveled
brain way too often over winter break, where I slaved part-time at a major St. Louis
department store’s men’s fragrance counter. Why my lost soul wound up THERE, I have
no clue. I am not the connoisseur of men’s fragrances. I couldn’t tell you the difference
between Armani and Lemon Pledge—two secret recipes which, I discovered, actually
contain the same ingredients. I am such a fragrance novitiate I once carried on this
conversation with a guy friend:
“Hey, you smell good. What is that?”
“Speed Stick by Mennen.”
“Cool spice scent?”
“You betcha.”
So you can understand the fresh perspective I’m about to graciously give the men’s
fragrance companies, concentrating specially on how they sucker poor, hapless customers
to actually BUY their frimpy products. Lotions, balms, sprays, splashes, talcs, soaps on
ropes, skin energizers, eau de toilettes, deodorants, antiperspirants, muscle soaks, shave
creams, protective sun sticks, hair gels, hair mousses, hair restoration formulas...what
normal, even slightly non-narcissistic male uses this stuff on a regular basis? I mean, I’m
al) for male bathing—it’s an exciting pastime—but this is worse. It’s EXCESSIVE
PRIMPING. There are laws against this crime in some underdeveloped countries.
But the companies have to push the stuff, somehow. With purchase, one may receive
free travel bags, free umbrellas, free gym bags, free shower radios, free shave kits, free hair
dryers, free golf accessories, free t-shirts, free remote control cars, free love, freedom, free
verse, Freedent, Freon, Boron, Xenon, Oregon, croutons, Genghis Kahn, beatification,
Ken-L-Ration...anything to move this seemingly exotic crap from its hallowed space
underneath the glass counters into the already-bulging shopping bags of brainless customers.
Maybe, I said MAYBE, these products have some worth and unique qualities. I learned
that supposedly, the fragrances found at department stores are better than what’s sold off
the shelves at discount stores. The Cool Water representative told me this. “The fragrances
you buy here have an oil base, and when you apply them, they blend with the natural oils
in your skin, and evolve into your own unique scent,” she said, adjusting her labcoat. “Each
fragrance smells different on everybody, at different points of time following application.”
Oh, okay. That is not reassuring. With any luck, some guy would apply a fragrance and
two hours later, come out smelling like sun-dried squid tentacles. Like the squid tentacle
enzymes in his skin remain DORMANT up till the time he slaps on some Armani Splash/
Furniture Revitalization Complex.
Holy bejeebers. Pay thirty-five plus bucks for a bottle of cologne smaller than your
average jar of non-dairy creamer (I checked on this!) and you MIGHT come out smelling
like invertebrate parts.
If the free offers and the promise of an individual body aroma won’t nab ‘em, the exotic
ads and overall “personality” of the product must. According to the magazine ads, any
Calvin Klein item will quench a customer’s long-unfulfilled desire to flop on a beach with
fifty others in a tangled naked heap. And according to the ad for Insense', by Givenchy,
“When he’s lost his heart and then his head, the French say he’s Insense'.” Au contraire,
mon Cher. When a guy’s lost his heart AND his head, I say he’s unfortunately become a
Mayan sacrificial offering. Or he’s simply forgetful.
1 mainly had some problems with the newest scent from Homme, called “JOOP!” Yes,
“JOOP!”—exclamation point included. And it’s not pronounced like “joawp” or
“eeeewwwwp.” It’s yoap. YOAP! Like some hacking-on-a-chicken-bone sound, like
Whitman’s “barbaric YAWP" or Homer Simpson's plebeian “DOH!” “Oriental in
concept, complex in character,” states the cologne’s ad. JOOP! is “a statement of male
sensuality.” So a sensual male is supposed to bellow like a yak? Wouldn’t this prove
slightly problematic for romance novel scenarios? Picture it now:
Kristabella turned and gazed hungrily at Slade's flaming loins, longing for a taste of
their juicy meatiness.
"Pork’s the other white meat, you know," Slade breathed as he stood over the grill and
dabbed on more marinade with his barbecue brush.
Just then, a burning welled up inside Slade, an unbearable sensation that finally
subsided once he removed his bare hand from the Hibachi lid. Slade knew this was the
moment, the perfect moment where all boundaries dissolved and he couldfinally express
a statement of male sensuality. He tenderly scooped up the loins with his spatula, gazed
into Kristabella's eyes, opened his lips, and—
"YOOOOOOAAAAAAAAP!”
Kristabella, startled, twitched and dodged Slade’s projectile spit. “Are you in pain,
sweetie?"
Like I said. I'm not the connoisseur of men’s fragrances. I was just doing my part-time
job. Some will do anything, absolutely ANYTHING, for a buck.

by Anne M. Boyd------------------------------------------------------------------------In a recent edition of Washington University’s newspa
per, Lauren Charlip cited Fontbonne as a “vapid little ap
pendage to the Washington U colossus” that represents the
“underbelly of university life in Clayton.” Charlip sarcasti
cally speculated that Fontbonne students do not really exist;
we could be a “cleverly disguised feminist drug ring,” but
definitely not actual students.
The humor that I saw in this article was not in the writing
style, but rather in the reasoning. Charlip does not affirm
Fontbonne as a college because, unlike her experience with
Webster students, she does not run into Fontbonne students
on the Loop. As additional proof, she discovered that we do
not frequent the SLU bars where she and her comrades spend
their evenings. Due to the grammatical errors in the article,
I am assuming she also writes her commentary in such
highly academic surroundings.
Fontbonne, unlike Wash U, is a small college, with only
1271 students. The standards for entrance into Wash U are
much more stringent than Fontbonne’s, and the cost of our
education is probably half of our neighbor’s tuition. Unlike SLU and Wash U’s practice
of buying buildings all over the city to contribute to their empires, Fontbonne acquires little
property. Instead, we strange “humanesque life forms” devote ourselves not to politics and
entertainment, but to academia. Call us crazy.
In contrast with the practices of the “colossus,” whose search for “empirical evidence”
and whose “investigative reporting” leads Charlip to equate entertainment and quantity
with “REAL schools,” Fontbonne embraces an Utopian idea of higher education, encom
passing studying and intellectual debate as pastimes. Sadly, most Fontbonne students
chose our college to pursue knowledge rather than for the political visibility and social
stature available in Wash U hotspots like the Loop and SLU bars.
What would we poor Fontbonnites do without the prestigious Washington University so
close to our doorstep? We appreciate Lauren Charlip's dedication to tackling “a mystery
unsolved” with such wonderful investigative reporting. Without her efforts, we would
remain on our pitifully small campus to pursue our studies peacefully. With such a role
model for journalism, maybe we can become a pretentious university with nothing better
to do than buy buildings and find annoying little obstnictions to our superior perspective.
“Why, man doth bestride the narrow world/Like a Colossus; and we petty men/Walk under
his huge legs, and peep about/ To find ourselves dishonourable graves./ Men at some time
are masters of their fates:/ The fault, dear Brutus is not in our stars J But in ourselves, that
we are underlings.” —Julius Caesar, Act I, Sc. 2, Lines 134-140.

Kartiin Box
by John Fischer

^Come on.
Gripe at us
Place all letters to the Editor in the
Fontbanner Mailbox located in the
mailroom in Ryan Hall or mail to:

The Fontbanner
Letters to the Editor
6800 Wydown Blvd
Clayton, MO 63105

The Fontbanner staff invites all readers to rename
Fontbonne’s literary magazine, currently known as
Collage. The person who submits the best title will
receive a ten dollar gift certificate to the bookstore.
To enter, call the Fontbanner Office at 889-4550 with
your answer.
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Opinion
Hey, Drew DeCaro, Letter to the Editors

Read This!

by Eric Meyer----- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------The next person who says “Generation X” is going to get an ass-full of my foot. At last
tally, I am a representative of a generation of whining, self-conscious, lazy, insecure, ne’erdo-wells without a hope for a future. Aside from the rhetoric of “this is the world you left
us with” and blaming the “baby-boomers” (yet another circumlocution I could do without).
I’d like to tell everyone, especially the editors of Time, Newsweek, and Life magazines, to
fuck off. Who the fuck are you to tell me who the hell I am and what I should believe? Give
this younger generation a chance, for christsakes.
If I were to give us a name, it would be The Star Wars Generation. Ask anyone between
nineteen and twenty-five who Luke Sky walker is and you’d have a reaction from ninetyfive percent of those polled. More “Gen Xers” know Luke Skywalker than know their own
Congressman or Senator, which I’m not so sure is a bad thing. Luke Skywalker accom
plished more than John Danforth, Dick Gephardt, and Paul Simon put together. He stood
up against seemingly staggering odds and came out on top. He fought for good and won.
Who today fights for good and wins? There are no more fighting idealists anymore. The
radical individualist is the fittest. Profit margins are the scales of success. Banal titles
(executive vice president, executive officer, senior executive) are given to the circus bear
who can run the most circles.
Luke had staunch beliefs in the eternals, in the universals, in the truth ! Han Solo, that
stellar rogue, even had a principled soul for all his profit-motivated exterior. Princess Leia
was the epitome of justice, beauty, the righteous fighting insurmountable odds against —
the evil corporation! George Lucas had his finger on the pulse of authenticity with Star Wars.
So... this goes a little drastic. But maybe I define my heroes a differently than you. Ken
Kescy talks about warriors, heroes in the modem age; those who fight against what they
know as wrong, regardless of public opinion. The Indian teacher who works eighteen hour
days on the reservation to teach uninterested children with alcoholic parents. The inner city
mother who organizes resistance against crack houses in her neighborhood. The Oregon
environmentalist who locks horns with logging companies over wildlife (whose to say that
humans are more important than a white owl?). Joseph Campbell, noted Stanford professor
of literature, uses Star Wars as an example of the modem myth: good vs. evil, the triumph
of the self.
A staple of existential thought is that action should follow belief and that belief is
discovered through self-reflection. Self-reflection is not a new concept. Socrates and
Aristotle are too often quoted: “The non-reflective life is one not worth living.” Neither is
the idea of action following thought. The existentialist merely asserts that this process is
difficult and that we live in a world that isn’t conducive to this process. Sartre demands that
individuals originate and maintain their own system of values, apart from some banal
adoption of their parents’ or peers’ values, and to live by those values, to live out those
values (versus self help groups who add nothing to this argument other than to say: “Take
charge of YOUR life!” Hey, lady, thanks). Who could exemplify this more, except maybe
Sartre and his comrades, than Luke Sky walker and Princess Leia. Han Solo is an even more
exact example, who is the quintessential individual, and chooses to go out of his way for
the good. Granted, it was all a fiction and we, as the audience, were coerced into this kind
of thinking, but something has to be said about the adeptness of the model.
What did Luke do than this very thing: follow what he believed, acting rationally on this
impulse? Whocould say that they faced the black cloaked stranger, lost their hand in a saber
duel, found out that stranger was his father, and still forgive him his crimes? It skirts the
realm of soap operas and cheap melodrama, but the heart is true.
Besides, this could be a cornerstone of social reform. There could be Star Wars bars:
recreations of the cantina scene dotting SLU’s campus, bulbous headed instrumentalists,
mutants at the bar, a place excluding droids; Jabba’s palace could be reconstructed, horrific
monsters skulking in dark comers, a loathsome ringleader so coipulent as to be unable to
move of his own accord. In these new bars, new pick up lines could be “Luke or Han?”,
“Nice blaster you got there,” or “When’s the Millennium Falcon docking next?” There
would be rival bars (some near the Star Wars, but mostly in South County) for the Trekkies,
both old and the New Generation, and perhaps even some Deep Space Nine bars, with
Klingons, Vulcans, and the occasional cameo of Ricardo Montolban as Kahn, and there
would be skirmishes between the factions, but nothing worse than you standard bar brawl,
except perhaps for the pointy ears.
Say I’m from the Star Wars generation, light years ahead of its time, a long time ago, in
a galaxy far, far away.

Usually, when a person makes fun of something or someone
they know little to nothing about, they are proudly displaying
their insecurity or simple ignorance. In response to Ms. Charlip’s
scintillating and quite amusing article “Finally: Truth About
Fontbonne,” this just might be the case.
As a student in one of the top teacher education programs in
the country, arguably the best in the state of Missouri, as well as
being the Student Issues Chairman at Fontbonne, I feel it is my
job and duty to respond to Ms. Charlip’s article.
First, since Ms. Charlip found it so very difficult to find
someone to talk to at Fontbonne, let me extend a personal
invitation to Ms. Charlip. My name is Chip Clatto. Feel free to
get in touch with me through the Student Development Office and I will be more than glad
to give you a wonderful interview.
In response to the statement that Fontbonne students aren’t seen at local bars and the
“loop,” we at Fontbonne really envy all you WU, Webster, and SLU students because we
simply don’t have time for partying and goofing off. The reason is that most of us hold jobs
to pay for our schooling and bills. Also, our grades are more important at this time than
getting drunk. The last time I checked, the definition of an academic institution didn’t
include frequenting bars!
Another good one is, “Maybe Fontbonne is shy. Or maybe something is going on there
that we really don’t want to know about.”
Or maybe, could it be that the students that attend Fontbonne are very serious in theneducational pursuits, or maybe Fontbonne students have enough self-confidence in
themselves and their abilities that they don ’ t feel the need to open their mouths because they
are able to lead by example instead.
Ms. Charlip, if you wanted to know what we’re like at Fontbonne. all you had to do is
venture out into the business community and take a good look. You can try going to almost
any elementary or secondary school in St. Louis and interview any number of Fontbonne
grads. If these fields are to mundane for you, try giving radio personalities Ms. Kim Furlow
(Q 104). Ms. Deneen Busby (Majic 108), or Ms. Mary Ellen Owens (105.7 The Point) a
call and hopefully they will be able to answer some of your questions regarding the quality
of the students that attend Fontbonne.There’s one more quote that I am compelled to
respond to because it is really amusing. Ms. Charlip, if having a school directory is what
makes a REAL school, well I guess we had better rush right out and get some made, because
we’ll never be able to maintain our high academic standards, nor will we ever be able to
find employment because an employer will take one look at our resumes and see “NO
SCHOOL DIRECTORY” and we will get laughed right out of the interview. And by the
way, Ms. Charlip, if you would have been more thorough in your investigative reporting,
you would have gone to the Student Development Office and they would have informed
you that there is a directory available for our dorm residents.
Finally, it is quite ironic that Ms. Charlip wrote her article because she is dead wrong
about Fontbonne and its students. Fontbonne students are extremely outgoing and are as
friendly as any other students in this area. If Ms. Charlip would have taken her job seriously,
she would have found this to be true.
Myself, as well as Fontbonne Student Government President Eileen Madden and the rest
of the SGA, feel it is very important that we try to improve relations with other colleges in
the area and not bash on one another. There are so many problems in our society today.
There is no time for us to argue amongst ourselves, we have to work together and try and
solve our problems. It is good for our community as well as each individual institution that
we work together, after all we can accomplish more together than we can separately.
-Chip P. Clatto

Classified advertising section
Put your classified ad
Need Typist familiar
with
APA guidiines to
here for $4.00 per
type thesis. I need it
line, or a little more if finished by 3/25. Call
Karen Kraffel 532you want to get fancy. |g|B
13.7195

What was the weirdest thing you ever received for Valentine s Day?

The Air Force Has Jobs

I
Colleen McCabe
Art
"I got a weird oil
lamp from this
guy I was dating"

Jennifer Millikan
Nicole Mitchell
Home Ec/Education PR/Broadcasting
T got a phallic
"When I was in
sculpture made out
elementary” school, I
of
cheese."
got a valentine from
my boyfriend that had
a head of lettuce on it
and it said. Lettuce be
friends."’

J
Brandie Jenkins
Social Sciences
The worst thing I
ever got was a
chocolate peanut
butter teddy bear
that had the arm and
leg eaten off?

We’re hiring. And we’ll train you in one
of more than 250 high-tech skills. Then
when your enlistment is up, your skills
will be in demand in a civilian job. Plus,
we’ll help you pay for college while
you’re in the Air Force. We also have a
plan for you to have money for school
when your Air Force tour is over.

For more information call
1-800-423-USAF or contact your
local Air Force recruiter.

__ AIR—
“FORCE^^
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Entertainment
Best of
1994
by Mike Glader-------------------------- ----------------------------------------Nine Inch Nails’ albums have a reputation for being emotionally intense
excursions into the mind of an egomaniac. Often it is difficult for the listener
to discern the egomaniac on the album from the man behind the music, Trent
Reznor. The soundtrack to Oliver Stone’s Natural Born Killers is an ex
ample of what happens when two of the biggest egomaniacs in the entertain
ment industry collaborate (whoelse could putPatsy Cline’s “Back in Baby’s
Arms” and Dr. Dre’s “The Day the Niggaz Took Over” on the same album
and make it sound logicaH). It is an excursion that leaves the listener feeling
both exhilarated and emotionally drained, and no other album released in the
past year comes close to matching that intensity. In fact, the album, which
was produced and conceived by Reznor, is in many ways more effective than
the movie.
Like the movie, the soundtrack employs a variety of unique styles to convey the story
of two young mass murderers turned celebrities. The most impressive of these techniques
is Mr. Reznor’s ability to intertwine clashing styles of music so completely that the listener
cannot discern where one track ends and the next one begins. For example, Leonard
Cohen’s crooning on “The Miracle” melts into the anger of L7’s “Shitlist.” Reznor employs
some of die best performers in alternative, rap, and new age music, while he sprinkles the
album with bits of dialogue that fade in and out, making the soundtrack the first of its kind:
a sonic stream-of-consciousness excursion. The only albums that come close to matching
what Reznor has accomplished are the classic Pink Floyd albums The Dark Side of the
Moon and The Wall.
While no other albums could quite live up to the intensity of Natural Bom Killers, there
were many other excellent albums released this past year:
Best Soundtrack >■ Pulp Fiction
Best Blues Album >- Tie >■ Erie Clapton From The Cradle
>• Jimi Hendrix Blues
Best New Age Album >■ Dead Can Dance Toward the Within
Best Classical Album
St. Louis Symphony - Carl Orffs Carmina Burana
Best “Alternative” Album >■ Nine Inch Nails The Downward Spiral
Best Metal Album >• Tie >• Type O Negative Bloody Kisses
>■ Tribes With Knives You May Safely Graze
Best Rap Album >- Public Enemy Muse Sick in Hour Mess Age
Best Album Tide >■ Public Enemy Muse Sick in Hour Mess Age
Most Eclectic Album >• Tie >■ Beastie Boys III Communication
>■ Natural Born Killers
Best Single >■ Tie >■ Boingo “Insanity”
>• Sinead O’Connor “You Made Me the Thief of Your Heart”
Best Song from an Unplugged Album >■ Lenny Kravitz “Are You Gonna Go My Way”
Comeback of the Year >■ The Beatles!!!
Best Trend >• The return of blues and punk
Worst Trend >- Escalating ticket prices (The Eagles, Barbara Striesand)
Oddest Trend »■ Cover songs by the original artists (Meat Puppets “Lake of Fire,”
Jimmy Page & Robert Plant redoing several Zeppelin tunes)?
Best Duet >• Lenny Kravitz & Stevie Wonder "Deuce”
Oddest Duet
Garth Brooks & Kiss “Hard Luck Woman”
Most Overlooked Album >■ Boingo Boingo
Most Overhyped Album >■ Pearl Jam Vitalogy
Best Live Album >• Jimmy Page & Robert Plant No Quarter
Best Swan Song >- Tie >■ Jimi Hendrix Blues
> Nirvana Unplugged in New York

Warm winter moments
at Clayton CafeO^^
by Michele Torigian---------------------------------------------------------------------------I entered The Library, Ltd. Bookstore in Clayton, marched up the stairs and onto the third
floor, where I proceeded to the magazines. (I figured I needed something to read as I sipped
away on my warm drink.) Afterpurchasing one, I walked, only feet away, to STACKS, The
Cafe, a new addition to the bookstore.
The appearance of the cafe is breathtaking. Bold shades of yellow, blue, red, green, and
purple shot out at me as I entered the area. To my left, on one of the purple walls, hung art
deco wall sculptures of a book, a fork and a steaming cappuccino cup. Wooden tables and
chairs were scattered about the room. Over each table hung a halogen lamp, and in the
middle of each table stood a small vase with puiple flowers. Walking over to the counter,
I took a menu. As I scanned it, I noticed items such as bagels ($ 1.00), baker’s rolls ($0.95),
Gourmet Cheese Plates ($5.95), Imported Pate Plates ($5.95), Desserts, Wines, Microbrewery
Beers, Beverages, and, of course, Coffees and Teas. I considered the Salted Foccacia Bread
($2.50) and the Herb Deli Rolls ($0.95) before I chose the Chocolate Hazelnut Biscotti
($0.95) and the Cafe Latte ($ 1.75). I carried my tray and my magazine toa table near a bright
blue wall, a spot where I could see the snowy streets of Forsyth.
I took the first sip of my steaming latte. I felt the warmth of the drink and tasted the rich
flavor. Then, I bit into my biscotti. Every bite became more and more delicious, especially
when washed down with a sip of the latte. As soon as I finished, I knew I wanted more. I
then purchased a poppyseed bagel ($ 1.25 with cream cheese) and ate that treat as I finished
my latte.
After gazing at the interior design of the cafe and desserts such as the Ibarra Chocolate
Cheesecake($3.25), it was time for me to wrap up my adventurous trip.
According to Jeremy Peck, a worker at STACKS, The Cafe, ‘The most popular thing
is the Torta Rustica ($4.95) and the cheesecakes (about $3.25).”
STACKS, The Cafe opened in December 1994. Occasionally, events are held there. For
instance, on February 14, they will be hosting “Sonnets For Your Sweetheart.” At this
event, starting at 7p.m„ The Library, Ltd. Writer’s Group will perform poetry for you and
your sweetheart, followed by Poets in Motion, the African-American Poetry Club, at
9:30p.m.
Gaze into your significant other’s eyes over the Chocolate Love Cake ($2.25), take a
study group and sip an Espresso ($1.25) or come alone with a good book and experience
the atmosphere and coffee at STACKS, The Cafe, located at 7700 Forsyth Blvd, in Clayton.
Or, for more information about their “Sonnets For Your Sweetheart,” call 721-0378.

On the road again

by John Fischer---------------------------------------------- _____________________
Five students from Fontbonne journeyed to Lincoln, Nebraska on January 24-29 to
attend the festival of the American College Theater. One student participated in the Region
Five auditions of the festival and the whole group participated in the entire event The event
included workshops that relate to theater on the performance and technical level, several
performances set by Region Five Colleges, the final rounds of the student auditions, and
several all-festival activities that relate more to the social aspects of students, theater, and
college life.
Natalie Schott participated in the production of Cindy Lou Johnson’s Brilliant Traces,
which was originally staged by Fontbonne Theater in the spring of 1994. Natalie replaced
original player Jenny J ohnson in the role of Rosannah Deluce, while John Fischer remained
the role player of Henry Harry. Two performances occurred on Friday, January 27; one at
! :30 in the afternoon and another at 8 in the evening. These were enjoyed at the University
of Nebraska at Lincoln’s Howell Theater.
Philys Butler accompanied the two players as the props coordinator. She was enjoyed
by both as a supporter and assistant. Aimme Libke and Laurie Jerger attended as active
participants in many workshops and as consistent supporters of the entire production in
both emotionally and physically demanding aspects.

Local bands invade campus
by Amy Debrecht-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Society for Musical Diversity’s first semester event, held on Saturday, January 28,
was a success. The two featured bands, the Hubcaps and Stillwater, enjoyed a good turnout
and a lively audience.
An all female guest group, Spill, played a few numbers before the featured bands. They
have been described as a cross between the Doors and 10,000 Maniacs.
The Hubcaps are a Webster Groves High School ska band. (Ska is a mixture of reggae
and punk.) They consisted of a rhythm section: bass, drums, guitar, and a nice compilation
of horns: two trombones, a trumpet and a tenor saxophone. Clad in ties, they had a
professional stage appearance, as well as a fairly tight sound.
The Hubcaps are a young, very enthusiastic group specializing in crowd-pleasing.
During the last number of their set. the lead singer hopped off stage into the pit of head
bobbing groupies and danced with them. At the end, he threw one of the band’s tapes into
the audience.
The second group, Stillwater, is a three member band from St. Louis University. In
addition to the bass, drums and guitar, the band features harmonica and great vocals. Their
sound ranges from hard rock to evidences of classic rock. The lead vocalist even threw in
some “Mr. Roboto” lyrics from Styx during one of their numbers. At times, they resembled
Greenday, and sometimes Neil Young, with the harmonica lending to a rock-folksy style.
Says Dave Harris, a senior music business major, “I like the southern rock appeal.”
However, their style is distinctly unique.
This band shows vast potential with their sound and style, their talents and their obvious
maturity as serious musicians. In fact, Harris says they are going to the studio soon to record
professionally. They work well with their audience as well, announcing upcoming events
and talking to them between songs. Once again, says my source Dave Harris, “They’re a
good party band.. .They know how to have fun.” It is possible that Stillwater may be a
candidate for Fontbonne’s Springfest on April 28.
The ratio of Fontbonne students who attended this event was low in comparison to the
bands’ groupies, presumably from Webster High and SLU. There were a devout few
Fontbonne students who regularly attend the music events, but overall, the number of
Griffins was low. Those of us who attended the event wish to thank Dwight Carter and his
Society for Musical Diversity for bringing these bands to our campus.

be my noney bunny? Stop “Dragon around
and be my‘Valentine! Love, Pumpkin.
St poemfor Squishington: Ppses are red,
Dahlias are black, ‘Brushing after meals
reduces tartar and plaque. There's 26grams
offat in every Big "Mac. Enough with this
poem, let'sjump in the sack.
A Parent's ‘Valentine:
‘The two kids are off to college, 9fpw it'sjust
you and me. "Every day could be "Valentine's
Day if only school were free, Tram a "EC
mom to a TC dad.

To my bestest, dearest love Sugar Drawers:
Ifeel like lickin' tonight, like lickin' tonight!
I'm yours, you re mine. Love always, Pillow
Lips.

Stephanie, the best roommate in the world!
Dope you have agood"Valentine's Day!
Love, Patricia
Dearest Amy, By now, you know myfeelings
for you. "We make it worfeach day, figuring
it out as we go along. Thank.youfor the most
important learning experience of my life. 1
love you and always will. "Ed Iter

Ben, May our unending adoration showereth

upon you as your Diet Coke showered us in
Chaucer. Love, the TBS

Dr. "Waske, your radiance outshines every
rosyfinger of dawn. Love, the TBS

Jason, Our hearts longfor you in every
English class. Come baefto us, O beloved
one. Love, the TBS
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Sports
Grand slam season
underway for Griffs!

1

WASH U 97 FONTBONNE COLLEGE 83:
In the first ever meeting between Wydown Rivals
Washington University and Fontbonne College, the
Bears came away with a victory, though the score does
reflect the intensity and closeness of the game. Kevin
Folkl led the way for Wash U. with 31 points on a
sizzling 14 for 18 from the field. His performance,
coupled with an untimely technical foul at the latter end
of the first half, were too much for the Griffins to
...
overcome. However, on the good side, Fontbonne
showed that they can play with any team in the country (the most recent poll had Wash
U ranked number 9 in Division III), even on a night they were hampered by foul problems
and an unfortunate coaching mistake. 1 wouldn’t want to be the team that faces the Griffs
in the first round of the tournament.
More on the Wash U game:
I find it incomprehensible that the Fotbonne bench was whistled for a technical foul
in the first half of that game. There were less that 3:00 remaining in the half and Wash
U. led by only three points. There was a complaint from the bench about a blown call,
no Profanities were uttered, nor were there any personal slurs spoken against the
official in question. Then, with little warning, the official blows his whistle. The next
thing you know, Fontbonne gets outscored 9-1 and trails at half by 11. That was definitely
an instance where the referee should keep his whistle out of his mouth. This isn ’ t Russia
pal. Let the kids play.
FONTBITS:
The Women s Softball Team has already begun its pre-season conditioning program,
and Head Coach Laura Small has reason to be enthused. She had a great turnout of
players’, and she feels that the Lady Griffs have a good shot at competing for the SL1AC
Title. Good Luck Laura.
Even with the loss to Wash U., we should be watching the Griffs in action in the
Division III Tournament in March. Also, the word is that there is a definite possibility
that we could be paired against—you guessed it—Wash U. I wonder what kind of article
they will write about us for that game.
And finally,! would like to wish Jerry Tucker good luck as he leaves Fontbonne. Jerry
was an important figure in FC’s involvement in the U.S. Olympic Festival last Summer.
His presence will be missed.

Fontbonne B-ball,
Hawaiian style
by Amy Debrecht-------------------------- *----------------------------------------------------The women’sand men’sbasketball teams
traveled to Hawaii from December 27 to
January 5 (accompanied by some parents,
faculty and staff) presumably to play bas
ketball. But, the highlights of the trip had
little to do with the game. After interview
ing members of both teams and a faculty
member, I discovered the existence of a
highly subjective and personal quality of
the individual and his or her own experience
of the trip. Of course, the games Fontbonne
played were mentioned. According tosenior
Mark Kronk, the men’s team played close
games, losing only by five points to
Bringham Young University (a Division 1
team), and by seven points to the University
of Wisconsin at Steven’s Point. The
women’s team won both games against
squads representing the Air Force and the
Marines, says senior Lori Johnston.
The highlight of Kronk’s trip was a fishing
trip he took with fellow team member
sophomore Jeremy Rogles and others. They
voyaged out on a private chartered vessel
for an eight hour tour. Kronk caught a 67
pound, 5 foot yellow tuna, and reeled it in
himself. It was “a lot of work,” he said, but
well worth it. Kronk also visited Mahama
Bay, where the water was “blue, blue, blue
and clear, clear, clear" Although the scenery
at this huge bay was beautiful, the trip there
was not as good. There were four accidents
involving various members of the men's
team and mopeds. Freshman Kyle Pogue
ran into a truck and totaled his moped and
freshman Jeff Maupin lost control and
flipped his vehicle. Junior Kris Lovette and
freshman Matt Monken were also involved
in moped mishaps, though none were hurt.
(Of course, this accident report was not a
highlight, but it nonetheless has a kind of
novel and rare journalistic value.)
Basketball was on junior Roy Woods'
mind while in Hawaii. His favorite part of
the journey was getting the chance to see the

Arkansas and the Cincinnati teams play, as
well as meeting Jerry West. West is the
general manager of the Los Angeles Lakers
and also serves as the figure used on the
NBA logo.
Kim Weiss, a junior on the Griffins’
women’s team, got a taste of Hawaiian
culture by attending a luau. Evidently she
found herself immersed in the impact of the
event: “Never did I think I’d end up doing
the hula.” But, no grass skirt. Maybe next
time, Kim.
The most memorable moment for
Fontbonne’s Financial Aid Director, Bryan
Terry, came on New Year’s Eve. After
karaoking to “My Girl,” Terry and his
younger brother. Jay Terry, hopped off stage.
However, little did they know what was
about to happen. According to Terry, it was
simple inretrospect: “We opened for the
‘Village People.’” Immediately following
the Terry’s last karaoke number of the
evening—that’s right—the “Village People”
took over the crowd, presumably struggling
to control the several screaming fans. A
memorable scene, at any rate.
The trip made by the entire crew to Pearl
Harbor was a highlight for several travelers.
Mark Kronk said, “I wished I could have
stayed longer,” since he met a World War II
veteran at the site. According to Kim Weiss,
the tour was “very moving; it gave me
chills.” She said a lei was thrown out into
the water and “Taps” was played as the
tourists passed the U.S.S. Arizona.
The purpose in addressing the Hawaii
trip was not only to uncover some amusing
anecdotes and highlights (there’s always
entertainment value, you’ve just got to dig),
but also to present some perspectives. Per
haps it was a study in the human individual’s
travel tastes. Nevertheless,the trip was
enjoyble for different reasons, and the fun is
what counts.

by Jerry Serio________________________________________________

On Thursday evening, February 2, coach
Norm Richards held an introductory meet
ing for those interested in playing baseball
for Fontbonne. Coach Richards was pleased
with the enthusiasm and interest which the
players expressed during the meeting. Coach
Richards made it clear to everyone at the
meeting that he wanted dedicated players
who were ready and willing to play at one
hundred percent of their capabilities.
For the new Fontbonne baseball players
their season starts on February 16 with the
first practice. However, the players are
eager to begin, and therefore most will start
practice on Monday, February 6. For the
most part, practices will be at Ozzie’s
Monday thru Friday with additional prac
tices likely.
photo by Sue King
In preparation for the team’s first season
home games will be played at the Athletic
the team will travel to Dallas for spring
Boys Club(ABC) field in St. Ann.
break. The team is assured of having some
Coach Richards let the players know that
fun, but more importantly, the team will be
academics is always first and should not get
doing a lot of work. Coach Richards has put aside due to baseball, or anything else
devised a rigorous schedule for his new
for that matter. Coach also let the players
team, beginning with all-day practices on
know that he likes to win like everybody
March 11 and 12, then a trip to Long View else; however, what he wants most out of
on Monday for the team’s first game. Then,
this season is for his guys to go out there and
the team travels back to Dallas on Tuesday have some fun.
to work out, then to Tyler on Wednesday to
Coach Richards last coachedat Maryville
play two games against Texas College.
University, where he left in 1991. Coach
Coach Richards keeps the team moving on
Richards has put together winning teams
Thursday to Sherman to play one game
wherever he has worked. In fact, Coach
against Austin College. Then to end the
Richards lead Maryville to three consecu
spring trip, the team goes back to Dallas for tive conference titles in 1989, 90. and 91.
one more day of practice before returning
Also, Richards was awarded coach of the
home to open their regular season.
year honors those three years. Coach was at
On March 19 the Griffins open the sea Maryville for a total of eight years; since he
son on the road against Harris Stowe at
left Maryville he has been a scout for At
noon. Then the following week the Griffins lanta here in the midwest. In all, coach
will host the University of WisconsinRichards is very optimistic for the upcom
Plateville team on March 25. Fontbonne’s
ing season.

Lady Griffs slide
into second year

by Jim Akers------------------------------After a 1994 season that ended with
second place honors and four players named
to the all-conference team, the Lady Grif
fins softball team looks forward to a second
season at FC. According to coach Laura
Small, the team is strong in all positions,
thanks in part to all but one player returning
from last year.
Players selected for the all-conference

team are: Jen Paul, Diane Pinkley, Leslie
Daniell, and Kim LePage. Special con
gratulations toCoach Small, who was named
“Coach of the Year.”
The Lady Griffins’ season begins on the
road March 13 in Orlando, Florida, and
their first home game will be Wednesday,
March 22 at St. Anne Park. Game time is
slated for 3:00 p.m.
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